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Serendipity

We have been investing in emerging market (EM) stocks across the capitalization
spectrum since 1993. As is typical in quantitative processes, stocks have been chosen
based on a trade-off between returns, risk, and transaction costs. Over this period, the
contribution from small cap stocks has been additive, perhaps unsurprising as a long tail
of over 2000 lesser-known under-followed securities offered plenty of opportunities for
an active manager to add value. But, for every stock with a high expected return, there
were other stocks with an even higher expected return that the optimizer would bypass
because the transaction costs were too high. We viewed these high returns as a mirage
because the extra return was outweighed by the prohibitive expense – after all, that is
the precise purpose of a trade-off function. But what if there were a way to tap into these
missed opportunities without incurring the corresponding costs?
We undertook a project to study this tail of stocks intensively and in doing so uncovered a
notable finding – the premium in emerging lies not in size, but in illiquidity.
Small cap stocks within emerging have outperformed large cap stocks (i.e., MSCI EM)
by around 0.5% annualized since January 2000. However, illiquid stocks (regardless of
capitalization) have outperformed large cap stocks by around 3%.
The matrix shown in Table 1 makes the contrast clear. Note that the return premium has
been in illiquid space (right column) and not in small cap (bottom row). In fact, note that
investing in the liquid part of small cap (bottom left box) has actually cost approximately
4.8% relative to MSCI EM annualized since 2000. Of course, active management in this
space can identify large alpha opportunities, but that’s a rather large hole to dig out of.

TABLE 1: PERFORMANCE RELATIVE TO MSCI EM
Large Cap

Liquid

Small Cap

SUMMARY

Small cap stocks within emerging
markets have outperformed large
cap stocks (i.e., MSCI EM) by around
0.5% annualized since January 2000.
However, Illiquid stocks (regardless
of capitalization) have outperformed
large cap stocks by around 3%. This
illiquidity premium is related to, but not
the same as, the small cap premium. This
opportunity is all the more enticing as it
sits atop emerging markets, an already
attractive asset class, and offers active
managers a large selection universe of
approximately 2000 firms.
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Why Should We Expect a Premium for Illiquidity?

There is no free lunch. Investors are only compensated for risks that others are not
willing to bear. The well-documented value premium stems from, among other things,
the willingness to own companies that are growing more slowly than the market. An
investor purchasing something illiquid, by definition, gives up the ability to quickly
dispose of the asset. This is the term premium in bonds and illiquidity premium in
equities. And an inability to quickly sell a position should arguably drive more of a
premium in equities than bonds because the potential change in prices during the time
the investor takes to unload his or her investment is higher for equities.
The illiquidity premium is related to but not the same as the small cap premium.
The small cap premium arises from a dearth of knowledge about a firm in addition
to low coverage by analysts. The range of possible outcomes is therefore larger, and
this uncertainty leads to a higher expected return. However, this is not the same as
illiquidity. There are several small cap firms that are not illiquid (bottom left in Table
2) and, conversely, several large cap firms that are illiquid (top right in Table 2).

TABLE 2: ILLIQUID STOCKS ARE FOUND ACROSS THE
MARKET CAPITALIZATION SPECTRUM
Liquid

Illiquid

Large Cap

Large Cap & Illiquid

# Names

800

# Names

% MSCI EM IMI

81%

% MSCI EM IMI

8%

Volume ($US M)

320.0

Volume ($US M)

3.7

Sm all Cap & Liquid

Small Cap

Market Capitalization

Large Cap & Liquid

# Names

260

Sm all Cap & Illiquid
226

# Names

1,357

% MSCI EM IMI

3%

% MSCI EM IMI

9%

Volume ($US M)

13.5

Volume ($US M)

1.8

Liquidity
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Empirical Evidence

As we want to study illiquidity, we screen purely for illiquidity and select all illiquid
firms regardless of their size. There are multiple ways to measure illiquidity. The classic
measure is daily traded dollar volume. Another is stock turnover (shares traded daily
divided by total outstanding shares). An interesting twist comes from Professor Yakov
Amihud. In a 2002 paper,1 he defined illiquidity as the ratio of the change in price to
the dollar volume of shares traded. An illiquid stock according to Amihud is one for
which the price jumps a lot with a relatively small trade. There is high correlation
across these measures. In fact, our analysis shows that our two favorite measures, daily
volume traded and Amihud, have a 0.9 correlation.
1
Yakov Amihud, “Illiquidity and stock returns: cross-section
and time-series effects,” Journal of Financial Markets, 2002,
Vol. 5, Issue 1, 31-56.

We have empirically tested that illiquidity is not a proxy for size, value, momentum, or
beta by regressing the returns against illiquidity and these other factors. The return
accruing to illiquidity is quite high (see Exhibit 1).
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EXHIBIT 1: FAMA-FRENCH RETURN DECOMPOSITION: EM
ILLIQUID PREMIUM OVER MSCI EM
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Momentum

1/31/00 - 9/30/18 | Source: MSCI, GMO

A natural concern with regressions over a long period such as that above is that they
display the averages and do not shed light on the worst-case scenarios. In the case of
an investment in illiquid stocks, that would presumably be the impact of an extended
drawdown. Fortunately, we have such a period in our dataset. The Global Financial
Crisis spanned about 16 months (November 2007 to February 2009) from peak to
trough. Surely, this is long enough for investors to recognize and appropriately mark
down illiquid firms. The figures are reassuring. The drawdown in illiquid was slightly
better (around 60%) than that suffered by the liquid part of the market (around 65%)
over this period.

So, There Are $20 Bills on the Sidewalk?

Not quite. The illiquidity premium cannot be captured by the standard quantitative
investing/trading regimen. In fact, our estimates suggest that if done this way, the cost
effectively cancels the premium offered.
The only way to capture the premium is by tailoring an approach specifically for
illiquid stocks. Each of the investment components – product structure, alpha signals,
and trading style – need to be designed to leave as light a footprint on the liquidity
surface as possible.
Importantly, such a strategy should carefully monitor capacity and require
considerable advance notice for any shareholder transaction activity.
The alpha signals should ideally have a long horizon, low turnover, and encompass
many names.
A thoughtful trading approach is another critical component. Harvesting the illiquidity
premium requires the skill of a trading team that has deep experience operating in
emerging markets and plenty of patience. Ideally, traders should be given a long list of
buys/sells and have flexibility along both dimensions: time to completion and which
names to trade. This will allow them to fully tap into their knowledge of the sources of
liquidity (which could vary by stock) and play the waiting game to the limit.
We believe an approach that incorporates all these components can successfully
capture some of the elusive illiquidity premium.
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A Winning Combination

Most of the arguments presented thus far have more to do with illiquid stocks generally
than with EM illiquid stocks specifically. Having said that, EM illiquid has some
additional advantages that are specific to the asset class.
Based on our analysis, emerging markets, specifically EM Value, is one of the cheapest
asset classes we see today. As of May-end 2019, the GMO Asset Allocation team’s 7-Year
Asset Class forecasts for EM and EM Value are 5.0% and 9.5% real, respectively. For
reference, this compares to a U.S. Large Cap forecast of -2.7% real.
Emerging markets encompass roughly 2800 companies, of which approximately 2000,
very impressively, are illiquid by our definition.
EM Small Cap is at the periphery of equity investing for most clients. EM illiquid is a
step further removed in awareness and comfort.
So, for investors who are willing to look deeper into this opportunity and be more long
term in their horizon, we believe the payoff is manifold – a sizable illiquidity premium
added on to the enticing beta of EM Value, all wrapped up with the alpha of a huge
opportunity set – in a space that is unlikely to be crowded out.

